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Sorry I Pooped in Your Shoe is a hilarious collection of full-color photos and letters of apologies and

suggestions from dogs to the people who love themÃ¢â‚¬â€•no matter what bad thing

theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve done!Inside Sorry I Pooped in Your Shoe, writer and comedian Jeremy Greenberg

presents a collection of 50 laugh-out-loud letters and accompanying full-color photographs that

explain Fido's love of funky smells, why a ball needs to be thrown again, and practically every other

lovably loony canine characteristic.Ã‚Â From an impassioned plea to stop the silly nicknames, to an

attempt to skip a bath, to explanations for stolen shoes and swiped sandwiches, Sorry I Pooped in

Your Shoe offers a pooch's perspective on common canine vs. human cohabitation conundrums.

Sorry I Pooped in Your Shoe is the perfect gift for dog lovers and anyone who appreciates hilarious

(and so true!) insights into dog--and human--nature.
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Jeremy Greenberg is the best-selling author of 9 humor books, an award-winning parenting blogger,

as well as an internationally headlining stand-up comedian and joke writer. When not traveling,

Jeremy is at home in San Diego demonstrating alpha-male behavior to his twin, eight-year-old

sons--mostly by saying "Whatever" and leaving the room every time his wife says that he&#39;s

incorrectly loaded the dishwasher. www.jeremygreenberg.com Ã‚Â 

My grandma and grandpa are not big on reading, and are actually a little demented. I got this for

them for Christmas, because the one area of life that we seem to be able to bond over is dogs. They



light up when they see my Chihuahua, I actually think they like her more than me...lol. Well when

they opened it, they seemed confused, but started reading some of the stories and for about forty

five minutes, I would hear them laughing every thirty seconds or so after reading another story.

They enjoyed it and that made me happy.

This book is hilarious! I purchased it for a gift for my aunt who loves dogs and I read through some

of the stories, it will be a hit for any dog lover in your life. The book is small but that is perfect to me,

the pages are filled with bright funny photos of dogs and the stories are written from their

perspective.

cute. wordy. a small bit of potty mouth.

Cute and funny! Perfect stocking stuffer or white elephant gift.

I got this as a gift. I haven't read the whole thing, bit then it I have is very entertaining and creatively

done. A perfect present for any dog lover.

A rendering of the poignant thoughts offered by our dogs have is now being shared with us, the

merely human. Unequaled in it's simple poetry, this is a moving entry in the soon to be popular

genre of smart alec comments from our pets.

The stories in this book are hilarious. If you are a pet lover you will love this book

Adorable! I've purchased several Jeremy Greenberg books now, and I find them all well-illustrated

and written, filled with laugh-out-loud pet humor.
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